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Abstract: 
Self exciting oscillation in gas fired appliances leads to abnormal
combustion noise which is focused in this work. For studying this
phenomena and modeling abnormal combustion noise a simple hand
made instrument was made. Then the property of fundamental parts of
unit is studied and also some practical methods for reducing the loud
noise are given. These methods are based on modification of the
fundamental parts of unit. The mathematical model of this phenomenon
is illustrated and also the stability criteria for the unit based on this model
is given. Then the effect of changing excitation point in this phenomenon
is studied and finally the experimental stability diagram based on
modification on fuel/air ratio is given.  
Keywords: 
Combustion Oscillation, Combustion Chamber, Auto power spectra,
Excitation point, Feedback loop, Impedance, Impulse response,
Instability, Noise, Natural Resonance Frequency, Self exciting, Shape
mode, Stability, Time history, Transfer function, Vicious circle. 
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1 Notation 

A  Cross Section Area of Combustion Chamber 

( )sB  Impedance 

C  Damping Coefficient 

c  Speed of Sound 

f  Frequency 

nf  Time Dependent Excitation Force 

G  Gain 

( )sH  Transfer Fuction 

K  Stiffness of spring 

L  Combustion Chamber Length 

M  Mass 

N  Number of Elements 

Q′  Oscillation part of the heat release 
T  Temperature 

t   Time 

V ′  Acoustic velocity 

x  Displacement Response 

λ  Wave Length 

ρ  Air Density 

φ  Phase 

ω  Angular Frequency 
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Abbreviations 

FRF Frequency Response Function 

APS Auto Power Spectra 

MDOF Multi Degree of Freedom 
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2 Introduction 

One of the most possible threats for new boiler burners or heating system is 
unacceptable loud noise which is clearly abnormal. This phenomenon could 
emit prototype before sending it to the market. It looks that abnormal 
combustion noise will be solved by some small changes in unit design, such 
as changing in the combustion chamber dimensions, but in fact solving this 
problem is not as easy that it seems. Sometimes by using cut and try 
method designers approach to reduce loud noise but this method is often 
frustrated because of time consuming of this method. 

Abnormal combustion noise is confusing due to different cases which it can 
happen. Sometimes it may occur for a few seconds during a cold start while 
in some other cases it occurs when unit is restarted when it is still hot. 
Others may happen when the fuel supply is changed and also there is some 
possibility that the abnormal combustion noise will be started after 
changing in setting or installation condition of the unit. Unfortunately no 
fuel and neither burner are immune from this phenomenon. 

 In general abnormal combustion noise is classified as a self exciting 
oscillation. Sometimes this phenomenon called combustion resonance but it 
is essential that we distinguish between resonance problem and self exciting 
oscillation. As will be shown in chapter 5, combustion oscillation is not a 
resonance problem. For instance changing in combustion chamber 
dimensions could change resonance frequency but it does not affect self-
exciting oscillation noise and also changing inserting depth of the flame 
affects self-exciting oscillation frequency but this modification does not 
change the resonance frequency.  

As it will be shown abnormal combustion noise happens only for the 
absolute combination of flame, input fuel supply and the properties of 
combustion chamber therefore abnormal combustion noise will be reduced 
or eliminated completely by modifying these properties. 

However there is not any unique method for solving abnormal combustion 
noise problem available but the author tries to introduce some useful tools 
for dealing with this phenomenon. Accomplishing abnormal combustion 
noise without having basic knowledge about fundamental parts is 
impossible therefore all fundamental parts and their properties are 
represented in the following sections. 
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3 Modeling of Abnormal Combustion 
 Noise 

3.1 Experiments Equipment 

For finding what abnormal combustion noise sounds like, the experimental 
model is used. The equipment which is carried out in this experiment is 
illustrated in figure 3.1. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Equipment used for the experience. 
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As is shown in figure 3.1 the equipment consists of two fundamental parts: 

 An aluminum tube for modeling combustion chamber. 

 A propane torch for modeling power supply. 

Microphone is used for collecting data. The microphone is installed in the 
end part of the tube; otherwise some information will be lost. All data is 
transferred to the FFT analyzer for analyzing. A simple hand made 
amplifier is used in the unit. 

As it mentioned, an FFT analyzer is essential. Any attempt for solving 
abnormal combustion noise without FFT analyzer is like shooting 
blindfolded. 

 

3.2 Performing Abnormal Combustion Noise 

For modeling abnormal combustion noise we first light the burner and 
adjust it until the inner cone of the flame reach to two centimeters after that 
we let it burn for almost two minutes until the flame becomes stable and the 
nozzle gets warm then the flame is inserted gently into the combustion 
chamber till the flame approximately reach to the five centimeter into the 
chamber. The loud noise will be heard which is known as abnormal 
combustion noise. 

As is shown in figure 3.3 the fundamental frequency of the noise is 340 Hz 
and consequently second and third harmonies are 720 Hz and 1130 Hz. 
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Figure 3.3. Average Auto Power spectrum. 

The previous experience was shown how this phenomenon happens in real 
cases. As is represented in figure 3.3, the flame ‘it is so calm out of the 
combustion chamber’ causes a loud noise when is installed inside of 
combustion chamber and this noise is completely unacceptable. 

In real cases abnormal combustion noise combines with other noise sources 
such as fans or pumps that those noise sources fill in the spectrum between 
the spikes, therefore it is really essential that the abnormal combustion 
noise is distinguished from its spectra. 
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4 Frequency Domains 

4.1 Determination of the Oscillation Frequency  

The following experiment was performed to find which factor plays crucial 
roles for determining the fundamental frequency. The experiment was 
performed with two different combustion chamber lengths. For this reason 
two combustion chambers with 610 and 910 millimeters length are used. 

The flame is adjusted till the inner core of it reach to two centimeters. After 
two minutes burning, flame is inserted into the combustion chamber gently 
and it is settled in fifty millimeter inside the combustion chamber. Auto 
power spectra of noises for the two lengths are presented in figure 4.1. 

 
Figure 4.1. Average Auto Power spectrum for two different lengths. 

As shown in figure 4.1 by changing combustion chamber length, frequency 
of noise is changed drastically but in both case a loud noise which is 
happened because of self-exciting oscillation could be heard. 
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4.2 Measuring Resonance Frequency of 
Combustion Chamber 

In cold condition, measuring resonance frequency for combustion chamber 
is not a hard job and it can be measured by a hand made pulse generator 
(Figure 4.2). 

 
Figure 4.2. Pulse generator. 

As shown in figure 4.2 a pulse generator consists of a hollow tube and a 
nail set. The microphone is fixed near anvil, in order to acquire data. For 
creating pulse excitation a toy pistol cap is used .In figure 4.3 time history 
of pulse excitation is illustrated. 

 
Figure 4.3. Time history of impulse exciting. 
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Resonance frequency of combustion chamber and shape modes of 
combustion chamber could be obtained from this method. For this reason 
combustion chamber is excited in different inserting depth. The cross power 
spectra of respond noises are illustrated in figure 4.4. 

 
Figure 4.4. Cross Power Spectra. 

 
As shown in figure 4.4 many modes are appeared in low frequencies but in 
high frequency, distinguishing mode shapes are almost impossible. The 
mode shapes could be easily drawn by picking up the amplitude of each 
mode shapes according to inserting depth in cross power spectra. The first 
two pressure mode shapes for combustion chamber is represented in figure 
4.5.and the resonance frequencies for first two mode shapes are 270 and 
540 Hz. 

 
Figure 4.5. First two mode shape of combustion chamber which obtained 

from impulse excitation.  
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By considering the mode shapes which are obtained from modal analysis 
the first two mode shapes are presented in figure 4.6.  

 
Figure 4.6. First two mode shape of combustion chamber. 

It is essential to mention that resonance frequency in the actual heating unit 
is higher than the resonance frequency which is obtained from this method, 
due to this fact that the velocity and density of air depends to the 
temperature consequently increasing combustion chamber temperature in 
real heating unit cause to increasing the resonance frequency of combustion 
chamber. 

 

4.3 Calculating Resonance Frequency 

Theoretical resonance frequency could be calculated from movement 
equation. For this reason following assumptions must be considered: 

1. Combustion chamber is completely rigid. 

2.  Combustion chamber has same temperature in whole length of 
tube. 

Therefore resonance frequency of the combustion chamber could be 
calculated from following equation: 
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f
c

=λ                                                                                          (4.1) 

Which 

λ =Wavelength in meter 
=c  Speed of sound in m/s 
=f  Frequency in Hz 

As was shown in section 4.2: 

L×≈ 2λ                                                                          (4.2) 

Which 

L =  Length of combustion chamber 

By using equation 4.1 resonance frequency for combustion chamber could 
be calculated as follow: 

2781 =f  Hz     

1f  : The first resonance frequency  

Because of this fact that in real condition the pressure amplitude does not 
go to zero at the open ends, The difference between theoretical resonance 
frequency for combustion chamber (f =278 Hz) and experimental resonance 
frequency (f = 270 Hz) is happened.  

By comparing resonance frequency of combustion chamber and the 
frequency which is obtained from self-exciting phenomenon (f = 340 Hz) 
we can see that the self-exciting oscillation is not a resonance problem. 
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5  Difference Between Resonance Problem          
and Self-Exciting Phenomenon 
 

It is very unfortunate that abnormal combustion noise sometimes is called 
combustion resonance. Distinguishing between resonance and combustion 
oscillation is important because the moderate change of a furnace or boiler, 
such as changing in combustion chamber dimensions, could solve the 
resonance problem but in abnormal combustion noise this kind of 
modification could merely change the frequency of the noise without much 
effect on abnormal combustion noise. As was shown in figure 4.1 
frequency of self-exciting oscillation was changed by changing the tube 
length but this modification could not solve the load noise and in both cases 
a loud noise were heard. 

The other reason that the combustion oscillation is not a resonance problem 
is based on the natural resonance frequency property. A schematic 
combustion chamber is illustrated in figure 5.1. 

  

 
Figure 5.1. Schematic picture of combustion chamber. 

 

As shown in figure 5.1 four difference points are marked on the combustion 
chamber. According to the natural resonance frequency property regardless 
of which point (i.e. A. B. C or D) will be excited in combustion chamber, in 
all cases the natural resonance frequencies which obtained from the test 
must be same. But in self exciting oscillation by changing the exciting point 
the frequency of noise will be changed. (Figure 5.2) 

As shown in figure 5.2 changing excitation point could affect the noise 
frequency. In this case the frequency of the noise is reduced from 366 Hz 
till 354 Hz when the excitation point is changed from 20 millimeters to 40 
millimeters. This changing in the noise frequency happens because of the 
combustion oscillation is not a resonance problem. More details about this 
subject is available in chapter 11.  
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Figure 5.2. Changing in noise frequency. 

 

In abnormal combustion noise we could also consider about damping. As 
will be shown later damper plays very important roles in abnormal 
combustion noise for instance by adding sleeve damping, which is made 
from stainless steel wire mesh, to the end of the combustion chamber the 
abnormal combustion noise amplitude could be reduced a lot.    
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6 Some Simple Ways for Reducing 
 Combustion-Drive Oscillation 

It has shown by Putnam1 that combustion- drive oscillation occurs when the 
right composition of the properties of the combustion chamber, flame and 
mixing fuel-air supply is at hand. This comment leads us to find a way to 
reduce combustion-drive oscillation by doing some modification in the 
mentioned parameters. 

However we consider that the combustion chamber is rigid but in reality it 
is not therefore we can start by doing some modification on combustion 
chamber properties. First auto power spectrum of combustion chamber is 
obtained by using the pulse generator which was described in section 4.2. 
The combustion chamber is excited in five centimeter inside the tube (The 
red curve in figure 6.1). Then an ordinary scarf is fold and wrap around the 
combustion chamber and again auto power spectra is calculated by using 
the pulse generator (The blue curve in figure 6.1). As is illustrated 
amplitude of auto power spectra of combustion chamber is reduced 
drastically. 

 
Figure 6.1. Average auto power spectra of combustion chamber with and 

without scarf. 

                                                 
1 Putnam. A. 1971: Combustion-Drive oscillations in Industry, Elsevier 
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As is shown in figure 6.1 by doing one simple modification in combustion 
chamber, the amplitude of auto power spectra has changed drastically. 

In other experiment input fuel supply is modified. As is shown in figure 6.2 

by changing the 
air
fuel  ratio the color of flame is changed further more the 

inner-core is appeared or vanished. In figure 6.2 on the left a rich fuel 
mixture with no premixed oxygen produces a yellow sooty diffusion flame 
and on the right a lean fully oxygen premixed flame with inner core is 
shown. 

 
Figure 6.2. Different kind of flames base on (air/fuel) ratio. 

As will be shown by decreasing 
air
fuel  ratio in the input flame supply the 

inner cone is distinguished furthermore the temperature of flame is 
increased and also abnormal combustion noise is affected drastically by this 
modification. 

As shown in figure 6.3 changing the 
air
fuel ratio is a useful tool for reducing 

self-exciting oscillation. 
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Figure 6.3. Effect of changing air/fuel ratio in average Auto Power 
Spectra. 

And finally modification of damping is another tool for solving abnormal 
combustion noise. For instance by increasing damping into the combustion 
chamber this problem could be solved for this reason stainless still wire 
mesh is used. By putting this part to the end of the combustion chamber the 
problem could be solved. This part causes to increase pressure drop in to 
the combustion chamber and combustion–drive oscillation can be solved.
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7 Role of Flame 

When experiment about abnormal combustion noise is performed it is easy 
to realize that flame is playing crucial role on it. Changing fuel/air ratio or 
type of fuel supply could affect color of flame and also it could change 
angle of inner core of flame. These modifications could influence self 
exciting oscillation. 

There are several ways for modification a flame. It could easily happen by 
blocking pre mixed holes in nozzle or changing nozzle type. All these 
modifications change fuel/air ratio which is emphasis in this work.  

 
Figure 7.1. A conical Bunsen-type laminar flame with pre-mixed fuel. 

As is shown in figure 7.1, a typical Bunsen flame consists of two parts: 

 Diffusion flame 

 Pre-mixed flame (inner core) 

In abnormal combustion noise inner core (Pre-mixed flame) plays crucial 
role. When self-exciting oscillation is started angle of inner core is starting 
to oscillate according to the pressure oscillation in the combustion chamber 
(Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 7.2. Oscillation of the inner core of the flame. 
 

Figure 7.2 shows that the shape and size of the inner cone changes during 
the oscillation cycle. It is well established that the surface area of the inner 
cone of a Bunsen type flame is proportional to the amount of fuel burned 
per unit of time. Thus, it can be seen that the flame burns as a faster rate 
during the part of the cycle represented by frame ‘A’ than during any other 
part. During this part of the cycle the flame consumes an extra amount of 
(fuel/air) mixture and thus, it generates an extra amount of flue gases and it 
cause to increase pressure inside the combustion chamber and so on. 

When the noise is off blue light of inner cone in flame is sharply defined, 
but when noise is on it comes blurred. The appearance of the flame is 
changed because of cyclic fashion of the inner cone during the oscillation. 
The frequency of the flame is same as the frequency of the pressure in 
combustion chamber therefore it is difficult for eye without stroboscope to 
follow the oscillation therefore the flame looks blurred. 

As it mentioned flame oscillation depends to pressure oscillation therefore 
this question may be asked that which comes first flame oscillation or 
pressure oscillation. This question looks like the traditional chicken or egg 
scenario. Actually small oscillations of the flame size cause large 
oscillations of the burning rate that cause larger pressure oscillations, and 
so on. As it will be shown self-exciting oscillation is same as a vicious 
circle which pressure oscillation affects flame oscillation and vice versa. 
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8 Transfer Function 

8.1 Transfer Function of the Combustion  Chamber 

For calculating frequency response function (FRF) the combustion chamber 
is simulated as a MCK system (Figure 13) by using same masses, same 
springs and same dampers through combustion chamber length. 

 
Figure 8.1 Simulated combustion chamber. 

The transfer function of the combustion chamber is the complex ratio of 
pressure to volume velocity. Such complex ratio is known in acoustics as 
acoustic impedance. In order to find frequency response function M, C and 
K matrices are used. 

 

8.2 Frequency Response Function Development for 
Combustion Chamber 

As is illustrated in figure 8.1 the combustion chamber is assumed such a 
MDOF system. The equations of motion for the system are: 

( ) ( )

1 1 21 1 1 1 1 1 2 1

2 1 2 32 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 2

2 11 1 1 1 1

.

.

.

N NN N N N N N N N

m x c x c x k x k x f

m x c x c c x c x k x k k x k x f

m x c x c x k x k x f

•• • •

•• • • •

•• • •

−− − − − −

+ − + − =
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− + − + =

     (8.1) 
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Where 

Nm : Element mass (Kg) 

Nk : Constant stiffness of spring ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

m
N  

Nc : Constant damping coefficient ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ×

m
SN  

Nf : Time dependent excitation force 

Nx : Displacement response 

In matrix notation equations 8.1 are changed to: 
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   (8.2) 

Equation 8.2 can be condensed in a more compact form as; 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { }m x c x k x f
• • •

+ + =                                       (8.3) 

Which [ ]m  and [ ]k  is obtained from following way: 

N
ALm ρ

=                                                                                       (8.4) 

And 

L
ANck ρ2

=                                                                       (8.5) 
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Where 

A : Area of cross section of the combustion chamber (m2) 

L : Length of the combustion chamber (m) 

N : Number of elements 

ρ : Air density (for standard pressure and temperature is 1.293 ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

3m
Kg ) 

c : Speed of sound which obtain from Tc ×+= 6.0331  ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

s
m  

:T Temperature in Celsius 

For developing formulation of frequency respond function for combustion 
chamber equation 8.3 is rewritten as a following way: 

[ ] [ ]{ } { }fxkxm =+
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ ••

                                                          (8.6) 

It is assumed that all initial conditions are zero. Taking the Laplace 
transform of equation 8.6 yield to: 

[ ] [ ][ ]{ } { })()(2 sFsXkms =+                                             (8.7) 

By considering: 

[ ] [ ] [ ][ ]kmssB += 2)(                                                            (8.8) 

Where ( )B s  is referred impedance matrix. 

Finally the frequency respond function is obtained from following formula: 

[ ] [ ] 1)()( −= sBsH                                                                  (8.9) 

The simulation of the Frequency Response Function of the combustion 
chamber is calculated by MATLAB and it is illustrated in figure 8.2. 
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Figure 8.2. Transfer function of the combustion chamber. 

As is shown in figure 8.2 the first resonance frequency of the combustion 
chamber is 284 Hz and the second resonance frequency is 568 Hz that these 
resonance frequencies are same as the resonance frequency which were 
obtained from section 4.2 by using the pulse generator, first resonance 
frequency = 270 Hz and second resonance frequency = 540 Hz,. As was 
mentioned the difference the resonance frequencies happens because in real 
case the pressure amplitude does not go to zero at open ends. 

 

8.3 Transfer Function of Flame 

Acoustical instability of combustion in practical devices is difficult for an 
a- priori predicting phenomenon. One of the main elements required for the 
instability prediction is a feedback unit- the mechanism of flame heat 
release response on acoustic perturbation. This feedback unit is the 
stumbling block of the scheme because a large variety of physically 
different phenomena can lead to heat release rate oscillation in response to 
the combustion chamber on the acoustic parameters (pressure, temperature, 
gas velocity, etc.) perturbation. Which of the possible mechanisms will be 
dominating depends strongly on combustion chamber and/or burner design, 
fuel/air composition, burner load, etc. 
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Routinely the information about the flame response on the acoustic flow 
perturbation can be represented in the form of a transfer function which 
reflects the relation between the flame response and the perturbation. 

 

Therefore the knowledge of the transfer function is represented as follow: 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ ′

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ ′

=

0

0

V
V

Q
Q

H                                                                                   (8.10) 

Where 

:Q′ Oscillation part of the heat release 
:V ′  Acoustic velocity 

And the phase delay ),( afφ  as a function of the excitation frequency f  
and the vector of flame and burner parameters a  such as mean velocity of 
flame, the fuel equivalent ratio, burner neck diameter, etc. 
The modern model of the laminar premixed flame response on the flow 
velocity oscillation are based on an idea of the kinematical flame front 
tracking and gives the transfer function close to one of a low-pass filter 
element. 
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9 Build up of Self Exciting Oscillation 

It is easy to show how flame oscillation causes pressure oscillations in the 
combustion chamber and small oscillation of the flame size and burning 
rate cause pressure oscillations that cause larger oscillations ,and so on. The 
manner in which these pressure oscillations in their turn cause the flame to 
oscillation is difficult to analyze, because there are more than one possible 
mechanism. It is a vicious circle that results in high amplitude combustion 
oscillations, (Figure 9.1) limited only when the amplitude surpass the limits 
of linear behavior. 

 
Figure 9.1. The vicious circle that gives rise to combustion oscillations. 

Combustion oscillation is only one of many well known cases of self-
excited oscillation. The most familiar examples probably are the excited 
acoustical oscillation in musical instruments such as flutes or organ pipes. 
This is shown why combustion oscillations are sometimes called organ pipe 
oscillations. In all cases of self-excited oscillation there must be a source of 
energy, the supply of which is capable of being modulates by feedback 
loop. In the case of the flute, for instance, the source of energy is a stream 
of air skillfully supplied by the player so as to be responsive to oscillations 
of the air inside the bore of the flute. 

In the case of combustion oscillation, the source of energy is the 
combustion process. To examine how the modulation of this energy source 
can take place the vicious circle at some point must be break. 

The first undershoot in the pressure trace and the subsequent overshoot is of 
particular interest, and is shown on an expanded scale by the top curve of 
figure 9.2. When the combustion chamber pressure drops below normal, the 
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flow of ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

air
fuel  mixture through the ports is accelerated as shown by the 

curve marked ’acceleration’. This curve is the mirror image of the pressure 
curve. Accelerating the flow increases the velocity .since acceleration is the 
rate of change of velocity, the peak in the curve marked ‘velocity’ occurs at 
the time when the pressure has returned to normal and the acceleration 
becomes zero. 

Since the flame front is located a certain distance above the burner port, 
there must be a corresponding time delay between the passing of a 
particular of fuel through the burner ports and its combustion. The bottom 
curve in fig 9.2 representing the time history of the generation of the excess 
volume, is therefore shifted to the right compared to the curve marked 
’velocity’. 

The generation of this excess volume of flue gases once again causes a rise 
in pressure in the combustion chamber. The net effect of this depends upon 
the magnitude of this new pressure rise and, particularly, the original burst 
of excess volume. If the timing is right, the new pressure rise will add to the 
next overshoot and may make it larger than the previous one. In this case, 
the amplitude of the pressure oscillations will increase from one cycle to 
the next as is shown in figure 9.2. 
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Figure 9.2. Cause and effect chain by which pressure oscillation lead to 

oscillations in the generation of excess flue gas volume. 
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10 Starting of Self-Excited Oscillation 

As was shown in section 9, the self-exciting oscillation in the combustion 
chamber depends critically on the timing of the pressure oscillation which 
is the effect of a flame oscillation relative to the pressure oscillation which 
was the cause of that flame oscillation. A major factor in this timing is the 
time delay which is shown in figure 9.2. This delay depends mainly on 
burner port geometry, firing rate, (fuel/air) ratio and fuel type. 

For developing the simulation we have to establish a mathematical model. 
For this reason we replace the diagram of figure 9.1 with one feedback loop 
which is shown in figure 10.1. 

 
 

Figure 10.1. Schematic representation from feedback loop. 

In this schematic, the interactions of the flame and the pressure are arranged 
as a feedback loop that can be analyzed mathematically. 

As will be shown under certain condition, such loops become unstable, 
giving rise to self excited oscillations, such as generation of musical sounds 
by flutes or organ pipes. 

The blocks labeled Z, H and G in figure 10.1 represented the acoustic 
properties of the combustion chamber, the mixture supply system and the 
flame respectively. These properties can be formulated as equations that 
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define the response of each of these system components to an acoustic 
input. 

As is shown in figure 9.1, transfer function for the block diagram which is 
represented by z is the ratio of Pressure/Volume velocity and it has 
calculated from the following formula: 

2A
BZ =                                                                                        (10.1) 

Where: 

:B Impedance of the combustion chamber 

:A Cross section area of combustion chamber 

The block diagram which is shown by ‘H’ in figure 10.1 is represented the 
flame effect in the feedback loop. As was shown in section 8.2 the flame 
could be simulated as a low pass filter.  

And finally the block diagram which is illustrated by the label ‘G’ is 
represented the gain in the system. 

 

10.1 Stability Criteria for Feedback Loop 

The transfer function for the system which is shown in figure 10.1 could be 
written as following way: 

GHZ
ZH

+
=

1
                                                                               (10.2) 

The stability of criteria of equation 10.2 is depended to the position of 
poles. A pole in the positive real part in Laplace plane cause instability in 
the system and an excitation on the system leads to oscillation with 
increasing amplitude. If all poles are in the left part of the imaginary 
vector the system is stable. We have to consider that existence some 
poles in the left hand of imaginary vector and near to the imaginary 
vector cause that the system has oscillation with big amplitude. 

In figures 10.2 and 10.3 stability and instability are defined in the noise 
signals. As shown in figure 10.2 in stable condition the noise amplitude 
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of noise is increased and reduced. In this condition the poles of system 
are located in the left part of the Laplace plane. 

 
Figure 10.2. Time history of stable condition 

In figure 10.3 the unstable condition is illustrated. As shown in this case 
the poles are located in the left part of Laplace plane and also in this case 
the amplitude of noise will reach to ultimate amount and remains in same 
level. 

 
Figure 10.3. Time history of instable condition 
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11 Effect of Burner Inserting Depth 
One of the most important parts of the self-exciting oscillation is the 
inserting depth of the flame into the combustion chamber and its effect on 
the abnormal combustion noise. For this reason the experimental model is 
used. 

For setting up the experimental model the length of the inner core of the 
flame is adjusted to be two centimeter. After two minutes burning, flame is 
become stable then it is inserted into the combustion chamber. Auto power 
spectra for different inserting depth are represented in Figure 11.1. 

 
Figure 11.1. Auto power spectra in different length. 

As is shown in figure 11.1 changing the inserting depth of the flame is 
affected both frequency of abnormal combustion noise and amplitude of it.  
In figure 11.2 and 11.3 the amplitudes and the frequencies of first mode for 
ten different inserting depths are compared. 
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Figure 11.2. Change in frequency for different inserting depth 

 
Figure 11.3.change in amplitude for different inserting depth 

 
As is represented in figures 11.2 and 11.3 the system has linear behavior for 
the first sixth points but after that point some turbulent could be 
distinguished. 
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12 Modification of the Flame 

In section eleven the effect of flame inserting depth was studied and in this 
section flame modification and its affect on self-excited phenomenon will 
be studied. 

The torch which was used for this experiment could be simply modified by 
using a sliding sleeve and blocking the air inlet holes in the premix orifice 
of the torch therefore the ratio of the (fuel/air) could be easily modified. 

For this experiment the flame is fixed in the five centimeter inside the 
combustion chamber. By the modifying the fuel/air ratio, inner core of the 
flame is affected and consequently the abnormal combustion noise is 
affected too. 

For two different length of combustion chamber the experience were 
performed and the result of instability condition is represented in figure 
12.1 and figure 12.2. (The area which is marked with + is located in the 
stable area and the area which is marked with ◊ is located in unstable area) 

 
Figure 12.1. Instability plot for the experimental system  

(Length of the Tube=610 millimeter) 

In figure 12.1 the length of the combustion chamber is adjusted to be 610 
millimeter. The same experience is performed for the extend combustion 
length. And the result is represented in figure 12.2. (The area which is 
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marked with + is located in the stable area and the area which is marked 
with ◊ is located in unstable area) 

 
Figure 12.2. Instability plot for the experimental system  

(Length of the Tube=910 millimeter) 

The detail of the flame modification and proportional frequencies and 
amplitudes are represented in the appendixes A and B.  

 

As was mentioned in section 10.1 existence a pole in the right part of the 
imaginary vector causes instability in the system. Changing the fuel/ air 
ratio gives us a tool that we can change the poles location in the s plane. By 
changing this ratio we could drive a system to the stable or unstable area. 
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13 Conclusion 

In this thesis work, self exciting oscillation in gas fired appliances and 
consequently abnormal combustion noise, was studied. Some simple 
practical ways for reducing noise was presented. 

As was mentioned, flame is playing crucial role in this phenomenon; 
therefore it was emphasized on this work. 

Transfer function for fundamental parts of heating unit was calculated. 
Then the abnormal combustion noise was studied and it was shown how the 
phenomenon appears. The mathematical model for flame and combustion 
chamber was described and finally the stability diagram based on (fuel /air) 
ratio was plotted for two different combustion chamber lengths. 

However this work did not cover all aspects of abnormal combustion noise 
phenomena and so many aspects uncovered, but it was shown how 
modification and especially modification of fuel/air ratio gives useful tool 
to decrease the abnormal noise. 
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Appendices 

A Modification of (Fuel/Air) ratio when the 
 combustion chamber length is 610 millimeter 

Table A.1. Modification of flame (Length of flame 10 Cm) 
 

1f  Amplitude of 1f  2f  Amplitude of 2f   
100 percent of 

pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

312.8  59.826 10−×  668.54  41.0536 10−×  

75 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

343  32.8789 10−×  732.74  42.1 10−×  

50 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

302  55.99 10−×  598.91 52.4647 10−×  

:1f  Frequency of the first mode  

:2f  Frequency of the second mode 

 
 

Table A.2. Modification of flame (Length of flame 20 Cm) 
 

1f  Amplitude of 1f  2f  Amplitude of 2f   
100 percent of 

pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

351.6  59.8042 10−×  706.35  41.1875 10−×  

75 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

292.78  43.1204 10−×  725.75  41.7715 10−×  

50 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

331.88  42.8272 10−×  680.92  52.484 10−×  

:1f  Frequency of the first mode  

:2f  Frequency of the second mode 
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Table A.3. Modification of flame (Length of flame 30 Cm) 
 

1f  Amplitude of 1f  2f  Amplitude of 2f   
100 percent of 

pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

357.31 0.017  714.3  32.1088 10−×  

75 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

361.76  37.592 10−×  753.52  49.0308 10−×  

50 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

353.81 41.6145 10−×  754.67  51.138 10−×  

:1f  Frequency of the first mode  

:2f  Frequency of the second mode 

 
 

Table A.4. Modification of flame (Length of flame 40 Cm) 
 

1f  Amplitude of 1f  2f  Amplitude of 2f   
100 percent of 

pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

369.07  0.0117  737.83  33.338 10−×  

75 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

417.71  43.411 10−×  891.05  56.37 10−×  

50 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

363.35  41.4 10−×  796.32  67.136 10−×  

:1f  Frequency of the first mode  

:2f  Frequency of the second mode 
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B Modification of (Fuel/Air) ratio when the 
 combustion chamber length is 910 millimeter 

Table B.1. Modification of flame (Length of flame 10 Cm) 
 

1f  Amplitude of 1f  2f  Amplitude of 2f   
100 percent of 

pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

236.51  41.1115 10−×  456.81  56.782 10−×  

75 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

245.73  57.086 10−×  732.74  53.988 10−×  

50 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

232.7  51.0876 10−×  598.91 51.572 10−×  

:1f  Frequency of the first mode  

:2f  Frequency of the second mode 

 
 

Table B.2. Modification of flame (Length of flame 20 Cm) 
 

1f  Amplitude of 1f  2f  Amplitude of 2f   
100 percent of 

pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

226.66  43.915 10−×  456.81  41.175 10−×  

75 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

243.5  33.985 10−×  487.33  49.712 10−×  

50 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

241.28  44.338 10−×  450.45  42.7585 10−×  

:1f  Frequency of the first mode  

:2f  Frequency of the second mode 
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Table B.3. Modification of flame (Length of flame 30 Cm) 
 

1f  Amplitude of 1f  2f  Amplitude of 2f   
100 percent of 

pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

250.82  35.637 10−×  501.95  31.426 10−×  

75 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

252.41  33.941 10−×  504.8  45.9 10−×  

50 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

233.97  41.15 10−×  443.46  57.795 10−×  

:1f  Frequency of the first mode  

:2f  Frequency of the second mode 

 
 

Table B.4. Modification of flame (Length of flame 40 Cm) 
 

1f  Amplitude of 1f  2f  Amplitude of 2f   
100 percent of 

pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

255.58  37.75 10−×  510.85  33.538 10−×  

75 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

261.94  33.592 10−×  524.2  42.98 10−×  

50 percent of 
pre mix air 
input holes 

open 

262.58  54.22 10−×  511.17  51.223 10−×  

:1f  Frequency of the first mode  

:2f  Frequency of the second mode 
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